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Purpose. Include what you hope/did to accomplish with this project 
 
The goal for this project was developed from a meeting with a representative from Cello 
Chocolate. Cello Chocolate needed an asset(customer) management application that 
could provide multiple ancillary functions. 
 

● Provide a way to track current farms they buy from existing or new small cacao 
farmers that they may want to work with.  

● Provide a way to track weather and potential disasters that could damage the 
farmers. 

● Provide assistance in tracking orders for future analysis. 
● Provide a way to track assistance provided to any farmers that were affected by 

disasters.  
 
This web app must provide users with the ability to Create, Read, Update, and Delete 
for all records (CRUD). It needs to be usable and accessible to multiple people who 
don't have ESRI licenses and can be used in a web interface, and require minimal 
oversight from a database admin.  
 
Description of the data development and web application development 
tasks and methods used to create the web services and web application 
 
To provide the functionality that was being requested, I decided that only a relational 
database would provide the functionally needed. While most projects would require the 
gathering of data, in this situation I was creating an empty database that would meet the 
functionality needed and then populating it after it is developed.  
 
I created the following tables and feature classes for the first requirement, “track current 
farms they buy from or potential new small cacao farmers” 
 

● CacaoFarms_Point - Farm information and general location 1:M (spatial) 
● Owner_Address - Owner name and contact information along with address 

information 1:M (non spatial) 
● Cacao_Type_Farmed - the type of cacao farmers at the farm. Uses a domain. 

1:M (non spatial) 



● Farm_Assets_Fields - where the physical fields or warehouses are located that 
the farm uses. 1:M  (spatial) 

 
For each table I created a relationship class with CacaoFarms_Point. So 
CacaoFarms_Point related to all records. Although this may not be the most ideal 
database setup, I used this setup because of the restrictions of the editor widget and 
how non-spatial tables are displayed in ArcGis Online.  
 
To meet the next requirement “track weather and potential disasters that could damage 
the farmers” and “track assistance provided to any farmers that were affected by 
disasters”. I created the following tables: 
 

● Assistance - description and dates of any assistance provided to the farmer (non 
spatial) 

● Weather Events - description of any weather events that affected the farmer 
● Living Atlas layer Hurricanes/Tropical Storms/Cyclones 
● Living Atlas layer Recent Earthquakes.  

 
Assistance and Weather Events is related(1:M) to CacaoFarms_Point layer. This setup 
allows the users to see any potential storms or earthquakes that could affect the farmer 
or had affected the farmer. If a disaster affects a farmer they can record this in the 
tables for future use.  
 
Finally the last requirement is “Provide assistance in tracking orders for future analysis”. 
This is resolved simply with a 1:M relationship between a non spatial orders table and 
the CacaoFarms_Point layer. 
 

● Orders - Uses cacao type domain (non spatial) 
 
Having a 1:M realtionship class allows for multiple orders to come from one farm and 
they can be tracked over time.  
 
Discussion of any difficulties/issues encountered and how you resolved 
Them 
 
I encountered multiple issues in transferring a database design onto ArcGis online. 
While ArcPro is designed to handle data in a standard database way, ArcGis online 
does not seem to have the same functionality. The main problems I had were the 
following: 



 
● Maintaining database integrity without ID fields.  
● Understanding how relationship classes function in AGOL 
● Editor widget displaying non-spatial fields 
● Using Editor widget allowing for the creation of non-spatial tables 
● Displaying polygons that have size that scales with view.  
● Incident widget selection hurricane layers as expected 

 
The main issue was using relationship classes with the editor widget. My original 
database had ID fields and had multiple tables relating to each other. I found that this is 
not ideal. First when using relationship classes the relationship class maintains the 
integrity and will pre populate fields in the editor widget, but you cannot have a “auto 
increment” field. Because general company employees will be using; I did not want to 
complicate creating new customers(farms) by requiring an ID field that they needed to 
populate. Instead Farm Name is unique and is used for all relationships. While this is far 
from ideal and general database design requires that you almost never use field names 
and text for a unique ID, this database will be small and must be maintained by the 
users not a database admin so the use ID are bound to cause issues in the future, 
where as telling them that “all farm names must be unique” is a simple rule for users to 
follow.  
 
Another issue was having the editor widget “drill down” form multiple non spatial tables. 
Although I think it is possible, understanding how to access a non-spatial table though 
multiple non-spatial relationship classes is confusing. In general after creating this app I 
recommend a direct relationship between the non-spatial table and a spatial table (1 
branch). This way editing is more straightforward and the user can better understand 
the relationships.  
 
Finally if using the “incident” widget you must have a way to aggregate the disaster 
information. The Hurricanes data has many layers, and using this widget to help 
understand provide incident information from the hurricane layer is almost useless 
because there are too many layers in this data. Where as Earthquakes has a single 
layer that records the most important information. This widget works very well with this 
data.  
 
Discussion of the final web application and services. Summarize what 
you learned, general thoughts on your project, its functionality, any 
future improvements/enhancements that can be made, etc 
 



The final services does meet all the requested functions. The main concern I have with 
the application is that it is too complicated and is showing too much information with too 
many options. This app includes the following: 
 

● 2 legend widgets 
● 1 layers widget 
● 1 incident widget 
● 1 editor widget 
● 28 seperate layers of spatial and non-spatial layers/tables 

 
In general an app that tries to do everything does not excel at anything. To remedy this I 
will look into splitting some of the functionally between two apps and maybe a 
dashboard.  
 
I learned a whole bunch about domains, relationships classes, contingent values, 
arcade programming, and the editor widget. Before this I have never published a whole 
file geodatabase to ArcGis Online. In general, the main issue is that ArcGis Online looks 
to have some functionality of a database, but as I discovered it is very limited, and 
setting up a database system using ArcGis Online can be difficult. Second I discovered 
that Arcade has some very promising features and capabilities that need expanding on, 
especially the FeatureSet functions and the intersect functions.  


